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Q1) What is a soft, lumpy white cheese made from the curds of skimmed milk?

Q2) What gas is produced when acid is added to chalk?

Q3) In the board game Scrabble (English version), what is the points value of the letter 'X'?

Q4) What was the name of the space shuttle that tragically exploded 73 seconds after launch in 1986, killing all seven astronauts
on board?

Q5) Who played Father Dougal in the TV show Father Ted?

Q6) The first Roman emperor gave his name to which month of the year?

Q7) When measuring blood pressure, which is the higher number?

Q8) What kind of animal is Sooty's friend Soo?

Q9) What was the name of the statue that once stood at the entrance of the Rhodes harbour?

Q10) What is the card game canasta derived from?

Q11) Which hobbit did Elijah Wood play in The Lord of the Rings?

Q12) What type of creature is a gelada?

Q13) Which US president penned the book Dreams from My Father?

Q14) How many furlongs are there in a mile?

Q15) What was the first bird released from Noah's Ark?

A) Systolic    B) Diastolic

A) Rummy    B) Whist    C) Poker    D) Bridge

A) Cockatiel    B) Baboon    C) Gazelle    D) Lizard

A) Pigeon    B) Raven    C) Dove
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Trivia Quiz Answers
by Words Up Games

Q1) What is a soft, lumpy white cheese made from the curds of skimmed milk?

Q2) What gas is produced when acid is added to chalk?

Q3) In the board game Scrabble (English version), what is the points value of the letter 'X'?

Q4) What was the name of the space shuttle that tragically exploded 73 seconds after launch in 1986, killing all seven astronauts
on board?

Q5) Who played Father Dougal in the TV show Father Ted?

Q6) The first Roman emperor gave his name to which month of the year?

Q7) When measuring blood pressure, which is the higher number?

Q8) What kind of animal is Sooty's friend Soo?

Q9) What was the name of the statue that once stood at the entrance of the Rhodes harbour?

Q10) What is the card game canasta derived from?

Q11) Which hobbit did Elijah Wood play in The Lord of the Rings?

Q12) What type of creature is a gelada?

Q13) Which US president penned the book Dreams from My Father?

Q14) How many furlongs are there in a mile?

Q15) What was the first bird released from Noah's Ark?
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A) Cockatiel    B) Baboon    C) Gazelle    D) Lizard

Barack Obama
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A) Pigeon    B) Raven    C) Dove
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